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Epitranscriptomics has contributed greatly to the clinico-biological practices due to its diverse role in regulating at the post-

transcriptional and translational levels. Epitranscriptomics is generally referred to chemical modifications in the RNA

molecule without changing the nucleotide sequence. So far, more than 160 chemical modifications have been identified;

playing a crucial role in regulating various biological processes, for example, in acute myeloid leukemia treatment, lung

adenocarcinoma, gastric cancer and broad range tumor types.
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1. Introduction

The advent of immunotherapy given in combination with standard chemotherapeutic drugs has greatly controlled cancer

spread over decades. However, still, some cancer patients develop resistance against these therapeutic approaches,

alarming the discovery of further advanced medicines. The invention of programmed cell death protein-1 and its ligand-1

(PD-1/PD-L1) was a breakthrough in the history of cancer treatment, but still, some tumors escape these immune

surveillance mechanisms and relapse to grow continuously. Therefore, a more creative and advanced treatment is

required instantly to overcome the issues largely associated with high-dose antibody/drug toxicities and drug resistances,

conceivably in the form of personalized medicines. In this study, we have summarized epitranscriptomic mechanisms to

improve the efficacy of ICB-therapy by targeting N 6A-modification machineries especially m 6A-modifiers. Moreover, we

have also emphasized co-targeting immune checkpoint proteins (PD-1 and PD-L1) along with intracellular checkpoint

molecules (CISH, SOCS-1 and microRNAs) in enhancing the efficacy of ICB-therapeutics by combining immunotherapy. A

recent human clinical trial NCT04426669, NCT03538613  evidenced the success of targeting CISH/SOCS-1 in NK-

cells , T-cells , and DCs  in further strengthening the efficacy of ICB-therapy against a broad range of solid

tumors and metastatic gastrointestinal cancers ( Figure 1 ).

Figure 1. Milestones in the development of ICB-therapeutics. Discovery of immune checkpoint markers. Year of FDA-

approved ICB-antibodies. Factor affecting antibody/drug resistance. Recent strategies to improve ICB-efficacy by

combining molecular medicines. Biopharmaceutical companies developing personalized medicines co-targeting

epitranscriptomics and intracellular immune checkpoint (CISH/SOCS-1) in NK-cells, TILs and DCs with the relevant

clinical trials were summarized.
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Before coming to the mainstream, a very logical question arises: (i) why even after so strong therapeutic approaches still

some cancer cells escape these immune surveillance mechanisms? (ii) What could be the best possible combinations to

overcome the issues associated with drug resistance and high-dose antibody toxicities  and (iii) what would be

the best diagnostic biomarkers or alternative strategies to completely eliminate these cancerous cells? Such questions

provoked the scientist to further understand in-depth the molecular mechanism of immune cell regulation and ICB-drug

resistance. This revealed that; immune cells contain both inhibitory (break) as well as activator (acceleratory) markers to

maintain immune homeostasis or to avoid a situation called autoimmunity and self-tolerance phenomena. This

understanding led to the discovery of (i) first immune checkpoint marker PD-1 or PDCD1 (CD279) in 1992  and (ii)

immune cell inhibitory marker cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein-4 (CTLA-4 or CD152) in 1991  or 1995 .

However the first anti-CTLA4-based therapy ‘Ipilimumab’ was approved in 2011 by (James P. Allison, Nobel laureate,

physiology or medicine, 2018) Medarex and Bristol-Myers Squibb for the treatment of melanoma, and the first anti-PD-1

therapy was approved in 2014 for melanoma and in 2015 for non-small-cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) treatment. Later, the

tumor-cell inhibitory marker PD-L1 (CD274, previously known as B7-H1) was discovered in 1999-2000  and PD-L2

(CD273, previously known as B7-DC) in 2001  and was considered even much better control over immune cell

checkpoint-based therapeutic targets  ( Figure 2 ).

Figure 2. Mechanism of immune checkpoint blockade or inhibition (ICB/ICI) therapy. The antigen-presenting cells (APCs),

especially dendritic cells and macrophages recognize and engulf the virus-infected or cancerous cells. The immune cells

now processed and present the antigen to the naive T-cells in conjugation with MHC-I/II. The T-cell receptor (TCR)

present on the immune cells recognizes this processed antigen and activates humoral as well as cell-mediated immune

response. However, interestingly, immune cells, like CD8 T-cells also express the PD-1 marker which functions as an

“immune checkpoint” before cytolytic activation. On the other hand, tumor-engulfed DCs also expresses PD-L1 and PD-L2

(ligand for PD-1) and inhibitor bypass the function of immune activation called “immune checkpoint inhibitor” and thus T-

cells filed to recognize it and considered as ‘self’ rather than ‘foreign’. Therefore tumor cell escapes this immune-

surveillance mechanism and proliferates rapidly. Blocking these immune checkpoint markers by means of specific

antibodies endorsed the discovery of ICB-therapeutics, for example, (i) Anti-PD-1 therapy (or Immune cell-targeted

therapy): Nivolumab (Opdivo®), Pembrolizumab (Keytruda®), Pedilizumab (CT-011) and Cemiplimab (Libtayo®) block

PD-1 receptor and bypass the ‘self-recognition' mechanism of T-cells, and thereby allowing rapid recognition and cytolytic

activation to kill tumor cells. (ii) Anti-CTLA4 therapy: Immune cell (T-cells) expresses CTLA-4 to maintain normal

homeostasis by regulating the hyperactivation of other immune cells and also to avoid autoimmunity, just like ‘speed

breaker’. But due to its impairments under the TME, it is required to be constantly activated, and so anti-CTLA4

antibodies, like Ipilimumab (Yervoy®) and Tremolimumab efficiently block the inhibitory effect of CTLA-4. Moreover, since

it is highly homologous to CD28-receptor functions, thereby further activating CD8 T effector function to enhance anti-

tumor immunity. (iii) Tumor targeted therapy (or, immune checkpoint inhibitor): The anti-PD-L1 antibodies, like

Atezolizumab (Tecentriq®), Avelumab (Bavencio®) and Durvalumab (Imfinzi®) blocks the inhibitory signal generated by

tumor expressing PD-L1 (ligand for PD-1) to stop its self-defense mechanism, resulting in rapid tumor killing by the T-cell

attack. The detailed mechanism of antigen presentation, ICB therapy and strategies to overcome drug resistance is well

described in these articles .

Besides the patient‘s age, cancer stage (I–IV) and various environmental factors; there might be several other factors for

increased drug resistance and reduced efficacy of ICB therapeutics . For example, sub-optimal antibody dose,

insufficient immune cell activation, intra-tumoral microenvironment, reduced memory cell formation and impaired effector

cell functions after the first course of treatment schedule. Sometimes, high-dose antibody toxicity also becomes a major

concern for its adverse consequences ( Figure 1 ). Therefore, a more advanced and unique therapy is required promptly

to overcome these major issues.
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Conclusively, our study devotes to improve the efficacy of ICB-therapy by co-targeting (i) epitranscriptomics (ii)

intracellular immune checkpoints and (iii) microRNAs. More importantly, our investigation would help to design a

specialized approach or custom-made strategies to improve the efficacy of ICB therapy .

2. Epitranscriptomics in ICB-Therapeutics

Wang, et al., 2020  demonstrated the role of Mettl-3/14 (m6A-writer enzyme) in improving the efficacy of anti-PD-1

therapy. They found that even after standard anti-PD-1 treatment, still, some patients with colorectal cancer and

melanoma develop resistance, because of insufficient immune response generated by the tumors with low mutation

burden issues (mismatch-repair-proficient or microsatellite instability-low ‘pMMR-MSI-L’) constituting ~85% of the patients

. They found that these patients have significantly increased levels of Mettl-3/14, which has impaired the function of

certain crucial genes under the tumor microenvironment (TME). Interestingly, CRISPR/cas9-mediated deletion of Mettl-

3/14 in a colorectal cancer cell line (CT26) and murine melanoma cell line (B16) has not only increased cytotoxic CD8 + T-

cell (CTL) infiltrations in the TME but also provided a durable adaptive immune response. Mechanistically, they justified

that, the loss of Mettl-3/14 augmented mRNA-stability of IFNγ, STAT-1 and IRF-1 by promoting IFNγ-STAT1-IRF1-

signalling through YTHDF2 reader proteins , leading to prolong secretion of these cytokines in the TME, resulting in

the strong immune response. These investigations suggest the key role of Mettl-3/14 in inhibiting the efficacy of anti-PD-1

therapy by decreasing IFNγ, Cxcl-9 and Cxcl10-mediated immune response. Conclusively, this study endorsed the

immunotherapeutic potential of m6A-writer in improving the efficacy of anti-PD-1 antibody by silencing Mettl-3/14 in the

TME . Moreover, overexpressing FTO (m6A-demethylase) or by targeting intracellular YTHDF2 (m6A-reader protein) in

decreasing Mettl-3/14 methylation could be considered as an alternative strategy to improve anti-PD-1 therapeutics (

Figure 3 ).

Figure 3. Therapeutic model targeting ‘Mettl-3/14’ in colorectal cancer. (A) Biological mechanism: Mettl-3/14 is up-

regulated in colorectal cancer and melanoma, and inhibits the expression of IFNγ-STAT1-IRF1 signaling via YTHDF2-

mediated (decreased mRNA decay) mechanism and thereby decreases the efficacy of anti-PD-1 effect by lowering

CD8 T-cell infiltrations in the TME, and thus facilitated disease progression. (B) Therapeutic model: Anti-Mettl-3/14

therapy: CRISPR/cas9-silencing of Mettl-3/14 increases the expression of its target IFNγ-STAT1-IRF1 genes/signaling by

reducing the recruitment of YTHDF2-mediated decay mechanism, and thus enhances the efficacy of anti-PD-1 antibody

by increasing infiltrations of CD8 T-cell in the TME. Moreover, FTO overexpression might decrease Mettl-3/14 level via

balancing mechanisms, and ‘anti-YTHDF2 therapy’ by directly augmenting target gene expressions, via its mRNA stability

mechanisms, might have therapeutic benefits.

Yang et al., 2019  demonstrated the role of m6A-eraser protein ‘FTO’ in melanoma progression, a type of skin cancer,

and enlightened the intrinsic mechanism to improve the efficacy of anti-PD-1 therapy by targeting FTO. Yang and

colleagues found that FTO is significantly up-regulated in human melanoma patients (metastatic skin samples n = 65)

including human (Mel624) and mouse (B16F10) cell lines, and facilitated rapid tumorigenesis, caused by metabolic

starvation stress in mice requiring autophagy and NFκB pathway . However, selective depletion of ‘FTO’ not only

increases sensitivity to anti-PD-1 therapy but also increases m6A methylation-inhibition of critical pro-tumorigenic (tumor-

promoting) genes. Mechanistically, they proved that FTO-deficiency increases m6A-methylation at 5′UTR and 3′UTR of

target genes; PD-1 (PDCD1), CXCR4 and SOX10, and thereby causing rapid mRNA-degradation by recruiting YTHDF2-

reader proteins , confirmed by YTHDF2-knockdown in ‘increasing’ and YTHDF2-overexpression in ‘decreasing’

melanoma growth. Moreover, FTO-deficiency enhances the sensitivity of anti-PD-1 treatment by IFNγ-mediated cytokine

response. These results clearly suggest that FTO plays a crucial role in melanoma tumorigenesis by regulating mTOR
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signalling through limiting the nutrient supply to the tumours . Therefore, co-targeting FTO in combination with ICB-

antibodies would be a promising approach to control melanoma progression . This hypothesis was also supported by

Singh et al., 2016 in controlling triple-negative inflammatory breast cancer cells using FTO (MO-I-500) inhibitor .

Theoretically, targeted overexpression of Mettl-3 might also control melanoma progression by decreasing FTO via

balancing mechanism, and also by directly inhibiting the expression of pro-tumorigenic genes via recruiting YTHDF2

reader proteins ( Figure 4).

Figure 4. Therapeutic model targeting ‘FTO’ in melanoma. (A) Biological mechanism: FTO is highly up-regulated in

melanoma (due to starvation stress through NFκB-pathways and autophagy) leading to increased mRNA transcript of the

critical pro-tumorigenic genes (PD-1, CXCR4 and SOX10) by decreasing m6A-methylation mark, resulting in increased

melanoma progression. (B) Therapeutic model: (i) Anti-FTO therapy: selective inhibition of FTO (FTO inhibitor ) or

intracellular silencing of ‘FTO’ controls melanoma progression by selectively increasing the methylation-inhibition of its

pro-tumorigenic genes, including PD-1 immune checkpoint markers by increasing the efficacy of anti-PD-1 antibody .

(ii) YTHDF2 therapy: YTHDF2 overexpression would control melanoma progression by accelerating the mRNA-decay of

critical pro-tumorigenic genes. Moreover, targeted overexpression of Mettl-3 might control melanoma progression by

destabilizing critical tumor-promoting genes by recruiting YTHDF2-reader proteins. Furthermore, targeting NFκB/mTOR

signaling might also control melanoma progression by limiting nutrient supply to the tumors.

Li et al., 2020  explained the role of another m6A-eraser protein ‘ALKBH5’ in the progression of melanoma-associated

metastatic cancer, and enlightened the molecular mechanism to overcome anti-PD-1 resistance by targeting ALKBH5.

Based on their previous studies  for the role of Mettl-3/14 in melanoma progression, the authors hypothesized that

ALKBH5 might also have a significant role in regulating the efficacy of anti-PD-1 therapeutics. To this end, Li and

colleagues used B16 (mouse melanoma) and CT26 (colorectal carcinoma)-induced TBM model, and selectively depleted

ALKBH5 and/or FTO (CRISPR/Cas9-mediated silencing) in B16 and CT26 cell lines respectively, and injected

subcutaneously into wild-type C57BL/6 and BALB/c mice to create tumor, followed by 1-day prior vaccination with

irradiated B16 cells secreting GM-CSF ‘GVAX’ to induce sufficient antitumor T-cell response, and finally, anti-PD-1

antibody treatment was given to check its efficacy. Interestingly, ALKBH5 −/− TBM showed prolonged survival and slower

tumor growth as compared to the non-transfected (NTC) control mice, suggesting the direct involvement of ‘ALKBH5’ in

interfering with the efficacy of anti-PD-1 antibody. To further elucidate the role of ALKBH5 in modulating GVAX/anti-PD-1

treatment, they analysed tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) by FACS and found that among total CD45 + CD4 + CD8 +

gated populations, ALKBH5 −/− mice have elevated granzyme-B (GZMB) + CD8 + , GZMB + CD4 + T-cell, NK-cell (CD56

+ ) and dendritic cell (DCs: CD45 + Ly6C - MHC-II + CD24 hi F4/80 lo ) numbers, but more importantly, T-reg (CD4 +

Foxp3 + ) and polymorphonuclear myeloid-derived suppressor cell (PMN-MDSCs: CD45 + CD11b + Ly6G + Ly6C lo

F4/80 − MHC-II − ) populations were drastically reduced as compared to the control mice. This was further validated by

immunohistochemistry staining (IHC) of the MDSC-mLy6G, however, no differences in other immune cell populations

(MDSC and macrophage) were noted. This suggests that ALKBH5 has the potential to recruit immunosuppressive (T-reg

and PMN-MDSCs) populations in the TME during ICB therapy. Again, to stamp the selective function of

immunosuppressive cells in inhibiting the anti-PD-1 effect, they specifically depleted T-regs (anti-CD25) and PMN-MDSCs

cells in the NTC control mice, resulting in delayed tumor progression as compared to the ALKBH5 −/− model (due to

already fewer T-reg numbers), confirming the immunosuppressive function of T-regs (induced by MDSCs) in impairing the

efficacy of anti-PD-1 antibody by inhibiting CD8 + T-cells effector functions through decreasing DC-differentiation (CD45 +

Ly6C - MHC-II + CD24 hi F4/80 lo ) markers . These observations clearly suggest that ALKBH5 recruits

immunosuppressive populations in the TME and thereby interfering with the efficacy of anti-PD-1 therapy. Next, to identify

the molecular targets, they sequenced RNA isolated from ALKBH5/FTO −/− B16 tumors and compared it with the NTC-
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control TBM on day-12 after GVAX/anti-PD1 treatment. Interestingly, the gene ontology (GO) analysis of the differentially

expressed genes (DEG) revealed ALKBH5 is associated with metabolic genes especially ‘Mct4/Slc16a3’ involved in

lactate metabolism, whereas, FTO is associated with IFNγ and chemokine signalling pathways. This was validated by

increased IFNγ intermediates (qRT-PCR expression) upon in-vitro stimulation of IFNγ to the FTO −/− B16 cells. Moreover,

the comparison of mouse DEGs with human melanoma patients (n = 21 anti-PD1 therapy responders) and (n = 17 non-

responder) reveals eight common genes associated with ALKBH5-deficiency and eleven common genes with FTO-

deficiency, indicating ‘conserved’ and potential targets of ALKBH5 and FTO in mouse as well as human receiving anti-PD1

therapy. This suggests that ALKBH5 modulates anti-PD-1 resistance by recruiting immunosuppressive T-reg cells and by

modulating metabolic genes whereas FTO works by targeting IFNγ and by modulating inflammatory chemokine-mediated

signalling pathways in the TME. Next, epigenetic analysis via LC-MS/MS reveals higher m6A-abundance in ALKBH5-

deficient as compared to FTO-deficient B16 tumours, which meaningfully suppresses the expression of m6A-mediated

‘Mct4/Slc16a3’ in ALKBH5 alone and ‘Mex3d’ in ALKBH5 and FTO both. Moreover, MeRIP-seq reveals enriched SRSF

motif (a subunit of SAG core involved in RNA splicing ) in ALKBH5-deficient tumors as compared to FTO, suggesting

different mechanisms of action of these two de-methylases in modulating anti-PD1 efficacies. Collectively, these results

suggest that ALKBH5 and FTO target metabolic genes and increase the expression of Mct4/Slc16a3 and Mex3d

(supplementing lactate to the tumour) by inhibiting m6A methylation-mediated RNA-splicing mechanisms, supported by

Zaho et al., 2014 , ( Figure 5, therapeutic model). Furthermore, to dig out the m6A-modulated genes via RNA-splicing

mechanism, they identified m6A-enriched transcripts around 5′-3′ splice sites by m6-CLIP and found the involvement of

three immunotherapeutic resistance genes Eif4a2, Arid4b and USP15 affecting the response of anti-PD-1 therapeutics by

regulating transcription, translation and T-reg activation via TGF-β signalling in the TME. ( Figure 5) Taken together,

ALKBH5 is playing a crucial role in promoting tumour metastasis, and therefore intracellular silencing of ALKBH5 in the

TME would hold the potential to control tumor metastasis via increasing the efficacy of anti-PD-1 therapeutics .

Figure 5. Therapeutic model targeting intracellular checkpoint ‘ALKBH5’ in melanoma. (A) Biological mechanism: The

ALKBH5 is abnormally expressed in melanoma and colorectal cell carcinomas, and impairs the efficacy of anti-PD-1

therapy by (i) recruiting immunosuppressive; regulatory T-cell (T-reg) and polymorphonuclear myeloid-derived suppressor

cells (PMN-MDSC) abundances in the TME. (ii) by impairing DC-differentiation resulting in decreased CD8 T-cell effector

functions. (iii) by increasing extracellular lactate availability to the tumors by up-regulating the expression of Mct4/Slc16a3

genes due to decreased m6A-methylation mark associated mechanism. (B) Therapeutic model: (i) Anti-ALKBH5 therapy:

selective inhibition of ALKBH5  by increasing m6A methylation-mediated inhibition of crucial genes essential to

increase the efficacy of CD8 T-effector cells. (ii) T-reg/PMN-MDSCs depletion therapy: could also show the therapeutic

propensity by rescuing the immunosuppressive environment. (iii) Increasing DC-differentiation: could be also a promising

approach to enhance DC-mediated CD8 T-cell effector function. (iv) Targeting metabolic genes: could be an alternative

approach to control melanoma tumorigenesis by limiting extracellular lactate accumulation in the TME. Collectively, all

these approaches seem promising in overcoming the issues associated with ICB drug resistance.

Han et al., 2019  demonstrated the synergistic role of dendritic cells expressing ‘m6A-writer’ and ‘YTHDF1-readers’

proteins in anti-tumor immunity. They found that despite the presence of numerous neo-antigens, some patients still failed

to generate sufficient anti-tumor response. To this end, in discovering the intrinsic molecular mechanism, they generated

dendritic cell-specific conditional knockout mice depleted with YTHDF1 (YTHDF1 cKO ) gene. Surprisingly, the loss of

YTHDF1 enhances antigen-recognition and cross-presentation ability of DCs in-vivo, resulting in elevated CD8 + T-cell

infiltration in the TME as compared to the control wild type (YTHDF1 WT ) mice. Moreover, YTHDF1 cKO mice showed an

enhanced response to anti-PD1 therapy . Mechanistically, they proved that the wild type mice, in the presence of m 6A

mRNA-methylation machineries recruited YTHDF1 reader proteins at the lysosomal-cathepsins mRNA axis, resulting in

increased mRNA-stability, and thereby increased the abundance of cathepsin proteins in the phagosomal compartments

of the DCs, causing severe degradation of the neo-antigens and thus limiting the antigen availability to the DCs for
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antigen-recognition and further cross-presentation to CD8 + T-cells in the cytosol. This result suggests that YTHDF1 is

playing a crucial role in suppressing anti-tumor immunity , and therefore intracellular silencing of YTHDF1 in DCs

designates its potential to enhance anti-tumor immunity. Collectively, this discovery reveals two important mechanisms to

enhance anti-tumor immunity by co-targeting (i) anti-YTHDF1 therapy: where, YTHDF1-deficiency protect ‘antigen

degradation' and allows efficient recognition and presentation by DCs, in-turn, further increases the abundance of DC-

mediated effector CD8 + T-cells by cross-presentation mechanism, supported by Ding et al., 2021  and (ii) by

enhancing anti-PD-1/PD-L1 efficacy: which further potentiates the efficacy of anti-PD-1 immunotherapy by enhancing the

effector function of CD8 + T-cells in the TME  Figure 6.

Figure 6. Therapeutic model targeting intracellular checkpoint ‘YTHDF1’ in enhancing DC-mediated anti-tumor immunity.

(A) Biological mechanism: The ‘YTHDF1’ reader protein recognizes m6A-marked cathepsin transcript and increases its

mRNA and protein level, which translocate into the phagosome and degrades neo-antigens, and thus limiting its

recognition and cross-presentation by the DCs, and thereby the impaired DCs decreases CD8 T-cell effector function,

leading to decreased efficacy of anti-PD-1 therapy, resulting in increased tumor growth. (B) Therapeutic model: Anti-

YTHDF1 therapy: inhibits cathepsin level and thus unable to degrade neo-antigens, resulting in effective antigen

recognition and cross-presentation by DCs and thereby enhanced CD8 T-cell effector function which improves the

efficacy of anti-PD-1 therapy.
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